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OUR MISSION

Leaving a gift in your Will to Streetdog SOS is a promise to be there for rescue dogs in 
Thailand, always.  

  
By giving this incredible gift you will be helping us to continue our work in changing the lives 
of  rescue dogs, and ensuring they have the happy and healthy life they deserve, now, and for 

many years to come.  
  

Every gift is a lasting legacy. You’ll be there for every dog we rescue, treat and re-home, 
giving them the second chance of  happiness.  

  
No matter the size, it really makes a real difference.  

 
If  you want to include Streetdog SOS in your Will we have set out some points below that 
will help you to think about your loved ones, your Will and the gifts that you want to leave. 



TYPES OF GIFTS

There are 3 different types of  gift that can be made in your Will: 
  

RESIDUARY GIFTS 

A residuary gift is a percentage of  your estate. You can elect to set aside a percentage of  your 
estate after all other gifts, debts and expenses have been paid. This type of  gift ensures that 
the ones you love are taken care of  first and that your gift to us will not lose value over time. 

PECUNIARY GIFT 

A pecuniary gift is a fixed amount of  money. When considering this type of  gift it is likely 
that the eventual value will be impacted by inflation. 

SPECIFIC GIFT 

A specific gift is a named item that you select. This could be anything - a piece of  jewellery, 
art, an antique or a watch. 



MAKING YOUR WILL AND WHO CAN HELP  

When considering your Will we recommend that you: 
 

• Prepare a list of  the different items in your estate and their estimated value. 
 

• Make a note of  the people, charities and organisations that you would like to leave a gift to. 
 

• Consider who you would like to appoint as an executor of  your Will. Your executor is the 
person who carries out the instructions in your Will. You can have more than one person as 

an executor.  
 

• Visit a solicitor to discuss your wishes and draft/amend your Will. This helps to ensure that 
your Will it is accurate and fully reflects your wishes.  

 
• Keep a copy of  your Will safe and make sure someone knows where the original copy is 

located. 
 

If  you need help finding a local solicitor in the UK the Law Society
Http://solicitors.lawsociety.org.uk provides a useful locator tool.  

 
You can also use a will writing service provider (for example The Goodwill Partnership 

Http://www.thegoodwillpartnership.co.uk provide access to trained counsellors who come to 
your home to take your Will instructions). 

 



SUGGESTED WORDING

You can use the suggested wording below to include the gift that you want to leave Streetdog 
SOS in your Will.  

 
The suggested wording is for an unrestricted use - this enables us to use your gift where it 
is needed the most. If  you would prefer you can also leave a gift for us to use for a specific 
reason, project or activity. It is also possible to leave a gift for a specific reason, project or 
activity please contact us to discuss your ideas and the areas of  our work that you want to 

support info@streetdogsos.org.
 

TO LEAVE A PERCENTAGE OF YOUR ESTATE AS A GIFT 

I leave [INSERT] % share of  the residue of  my real and personal estate to Streetdog SOS 
103 Gaunt Street, London, SE1 6DP registered charity number 1172313, absolutely for its 
general charitable purposes and I declare that the receipt of  the treasurer or other proper 

officer for the time being shall be a full and sufficient discharge to my executors. 

TO LEAVE A FIXED AMOUNT OF MONEY AS A GIFT 

I leave the sum of  £[ENTER AMOUNT] to Streetdog SOS 103 Gaunt Street, London, 
SE1 6DP, registered charity number 1172313, absolutely for its general charitable purposes 
and I declare that the receipt of  the treasurer or other proper officer for the time being shall 

be a full and sufficient discharge to my executors. 

TO LEAVE A SPECIFIC ITEM AS A GIFT  

I leave my [ENTER DESCRIPTION OF ITEM] include a description of  the asset here to 
Streetdog SOS 103 Gaunt Street, London, SE1 6DP, registered charity number 1172313, 

and I declare that the receipt of  the treasurer or other proper officer for the time being shall 
be a full and sufficient discharge to my executors. 

 


